
PERSUASIVE WRITING ANCHOR CHART FOR FIRST GRADE

This persuasive letter anchor chart helped my first graders during our Persuasive i wanna iguana 4th Grade Writing
Prompts, 1st Grade Writing, Stages Of.

Hopefully they help you develop strong writers in your classroom. Writing Realistic Fiction This anchor chart
reminds upper elementary students how to create realistic stories. As students are editing their work, have
them read with green, yellow, and red pencils in hand so they can see how their paragraphs are hooking and
engaging readers. Encourage students to try other ways to have their characters respond. In kindergarten, this
will also showcase how students move from prewriting and pictures to writing words and sentences. Use this
anchor chart to remind your students that they have lots of good writing options. Writing Checklist For those
young writers in your class, these cover the basics in a clear way. One way to adapt this chart, as students
develop their understanding of argument, is to write each elementâ€”claim, argument, evidenceâ€”under a flap
that students can lift if they need a reminder. Finally, we discuss the concluding paragraph Bottom Bun. Here
is a brainstorming poster. This chart could be used to support paragraph writing or essays. Use the chart as a
whole-class reference or laminate it to use in small groups. We searched high and low to find great anchor
charts for all age levels. Do you have any charts or scaffolds that help your students write persuasively?
Alternatives to Said If your students are learning about writing dialogue, an anchor chart like this could really
come in handy. At this point, I tell my students about the Power of 3: 3 reasons with 3 supporting details for
each reason. This anchor chart will help your young writers understand the difference between inside and
outside characteristics. If you want the prompt pages that go along with this download, click here to subscribe
to my newsletter to have access to my freebie library. Here are some of the stems I offer the students as
options. Understanding Character Before you can write about character, you first have to understand it. Then
they restate their main point and end their essay. Meaningful dialogue? I instruct the students to explain what
the situation or problem is then to state their position. Student Reporters Source: Joyful Learning in KC This
anchor chart, best for Kâ€”2, is made relevant with examples of student work, in this case a fantastic ladybug
report. Six Traits of Writing Source: Working 4 the Classroom This anchor chart is jam packed with things to
help fourth and fifth grade writers remember the six traits of writing. This is the fun part, though! After the
students have a solid position statement, we move into our introductory paragraph nicknamed Top Bun from a
hamburger model. The prompt is an an older newsletter freebie that is now available in my exclusive freebie
library for email subscribers only. This is a chart that I print for the students to glue in their interactive
notebooks. This particular prompt showed a picture of an old, abandoned house and had the students
determining if the local children should be allowed to play in the house. It may seem a bit formulaic in nature,
but once the students feel comfortable, they will branch out and add their own style and unique voice. Check
out our other favorite anchor charts to teach writing. Draw the stoplight first and then invite students to help
come up with different words. Writing Pie Source: Unknown This is a quick and easy anchor chart to help
students see different types of writing. Informational Writing Focus upper elementary students on the most
important aspects of informational writing while keeping them organized. Tactile learners can write their first
drafts on sentence strips and use this format to put the events in order before they transcribe their work onto
writing paper. These anchor charts and scaffolds have worked wonders with my struggling writers in the past.
Now students can get a good look at what it means to dig deeper. Make this chart applicable to older students
by expanding on each aspect with a specific audience or goal. Click here to download this printable.
WeAreTeachers Staff on November 1, Anchor charts are a great way to make thinking visual as you teach the
writing process to your students. Next, we move into different details that the students can use to support their
reasons.


